Salmon Choice Board
Last week you read about salmon. This week you’re going to use the information
and choose one activity from this choice board to complete. When you are done, share
your final project with your teacher. The goal is for you to have this done by Friday,
May 21.
Make a Test
Create a 12 question quiz
that’s for a 5th grader. Be sure
and include basic, average and
challenge questions on your
quiz. Complete an answer for
your quiz.

Present your quiz at one of our
Zoom meetings on Thursday
and see how well all of us can
do.

Make a Salmon Mobile for
Your Bedroom.
Go to the beach, find a cool
piece of driftwood and some
other interesting beach items.
Draw each fish on a piece of
cardboard. On the back of
each fish write down interesting
information about the different
species. Make a mobile out of
the fish, driftwood and other
beach stuff. Take a couple of
pictures of your mobile and
send it to your teacher. Hang it
up in your bedroom.

Create a Google Slides
Presentation
Create a Google Slides
presentation explaining what
you have learned about the
salmon in the Skagit River.
Make a slide that includes an
illustration and information
about each salmon species.
Also, add a slide about
how salmon connect to your
personal life.

Sidewalk Chalk Infomercial
Share your knowledge of
salmon with your neighbors. :)
Find some sidewalk chalk and a
space outside to draw a salmon
mural about the different
species. Draw each fish and
beside each fish share 3 or
more interesting facts about it.
Take a photo of your
Infomercial and email it to your
teacher.

Make a Poster About 1 Salmon
Species
Choose one of the species to
research in depth and create a
poster about that fish. Be sure
your poster includes a colored
drawing/painting of your
salmon. Research your salmon
species and present the new
information you have learned
on your poster.

Write/Make a video:
Create an Adventure
Story/Comic About the Life of a
Salmon
Think of finding Nemo…Start
with the salmon as an egg and
in your story write what
happens at each of the 8
stages of a salmon’s life.
If you want, turn your story into
a video or a podcast with sound
effects. Record yourself using
photobooth. Upload the video
to your teacher.

